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The internal report
has been approved 

The mid term
evaluation

The platform

The project results are
good 

Finances 

The allocated funds
are fully expended 

The EU READ&ART RESULTS introduced by Ignalina district municipality public library,
Lithuania



Concerning the platform:

The order needs to be improved and solutions for finding
book trailers more easily, similar to the netflix style of
seeing the most liked = most viewed. 

The access to the platform:

Each partner needs to create an account to access the
platform and the youtube channel. For this purpose, VIDEO
TUTORIALS have been created in order to facilitate the task
of all partners.

Finances : 

 Each partner needs to upload the financial informations
on the Google Drive (find more details about it on the p.) 
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Recomandations
proposed
following the EU
Read&Art : State
of Art 



Create a survey,
questionnaire to
evaluate the impact on
the adult readers

Ensure dissemination
and involving to the
project

Publish more blog
posts. In fact, for every
book trailer, there is a
blog post to be shared 

Add 3-4 lines for the
trailer description in
every book Trailer
(including the
uploaded book trailers
in the platform) 

 

Decisions and taks for all partners

From now on, until the end of the project 



Add the authors of
each book trailer
(including the
uploaded book trailers
in the platform) 

Publish more blog
posts. In fact, for every
book trailer, there is a
blog post to be shared 

Add 3-4 lines for the
trailer description in
every book Trailer
(including the
uploaded book trailers
in the platform) 

 

Decisions and taks for all partners 

Realize at least 5 local
reading labs 

From now on, until the end of the project 



Commitments and objectives for
all partners 

Reaching the goals by creating book trailers :
 

- CPIA : 50
- Greek cultural institute : 70

- VHS SOB : 90 
- SOLUTION : 70 

- Ignalina public library : 100
- JUMP : 50

- ACADEMIA : 70

upload the following information on the Google
drive: 

- Budget for TPM: train or plane tickets, hotel or
accommodation charges

- The contract and the timesheet of the
employees are IMPORTANT. 

- The list of people who work and are involved
in the project with the manager's signature.

 



The third transnational project
meeting 
from the 26th to the 27th of June  2023 in
Taranto  

 This date might be reconsidered
afterwards. 

TPM in Taranto 

Learning teaching training activity 

LTTA in Athens  

from the 1st May, 2023 to the 5th May,
2023 in Athens.

JUMP, SOLUTION, ACADEMIA, Greek cultural
institute are trainers in the project and
they will send 2 staff trainers and 5 adult
learners each, other 3 organizations – 5
adult learners each.

Upcoming meetings  



Traditional French dinner with all partners Discussion on the different goals and objectives
regarding the EU Read&Art project

Pictures 



Thank you  
You can find more relevant informations on the 2d TPM held in Paris by clicking on

the following link : 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14FmUxFCUbvOW2Di-94c_Nl7aqL5jUecW/edit?
usp=sharing&ouid=108613773910840202829&rtpof=true&sd=true

 


